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Abstract—Internet of things (IoT) offers advanced and intelligent services for our life. However, smart IoT devices also bring
various security vulnerabilities. Traditionally, attacks are solved
by conventional authentication and authorization schemes, requiring extensive time and computational resources. In addition,
it is possible to exploit artificial intelligence (AI) to provide
countermeasures while enabling lightweight authentication. In
this paper, we explore a solution on modelling a spoofing
detection system based on machine learning and we propose
a deep learning method using Auto-Extractor/Classifier Neural
Network. Our scheme operates on the physical layer without
causing computational overhead. Therefore, the lightweight authentication can be achieved and spoofing attacks are wellcontrolled in IoT scenarios.
Index Terms—Physical layer authentication, artificial intelligence, deep learning, CNN, classification, prototyping, software
defined radio.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the ever growing interest in the large-scale Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm, billions or trillions of small objects
are being connected. Low-cost IoT devices constitute a new
communication scenario that could benefit from artificial
intelligence (AI) [1]–[3]. However, due to the limited signal
processing power in each resource-constrained IoT device,
unforeseen attacks and invasion could cause devastating impacts on IoT communication security. Existing physical layer
security (PLS) solutions [4] such as beamforming, artificial
noise and directional modulation are limited to pre-known
channel state information (CSI). Recently, a waveform-defined
security (WDS) framework [5] is proposed to fundamentally
enhance security without the CSI and additional hardware
requirements. However, there are still security challenges to
IoT networks. Firstly, existing security standards and protocols
may not be sufficient to completely protect wireless devices.
Secondly, the overhead and complexity of available PLS
algorithms consume limited resources in IoT networks.
Physical layer authentication (PLA), which safeguards communications by using the intrinsic characteristics of wireless
channels, is a promising lightweight security method [6]. In
previous studies, a number of approaches based on artificial
intelligence algorithms, including Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [7], Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [8], [9], Genetic

Algorithms [10], Random Forest [11] and others [12]–[14],
have been widely used in PLA technologies. For example,
an SVM-based learning method was designed to improve the
detection accuracy of the authentication scheme [15]. In [16],
an adaptive PLA scheme using a kernel machine was studied
to deal with N -dimensional channel characteristics. Furthermore, the reinforcement learning-assisted security architecture
in [17] enables an optimal test threshold. In [18], a novel
deep learning authentication solution was proposed to address
current security challenges. Moreover, in [19], an intrusion
detection method based on k-nearest neighbors was proposed
for industrial wireless networks.
Nevertheless, machine learning-assisted PLA solutions are
facing both new challenges and opportunities when we consider the time-varying nature of wireless networks. For example, the channel-based PLA scheme, which applies twodimensional static features, has severely degraded performance in a time-varying communication environment [9]. In
addition, the independent design of static features extraction
and clustering will increase the complexity of security authentication. In this paper, we propose a lightweight authentication approach based on auto-extractor/classifier neural networks. Specifically, low-complexity physical layer attributes
are used for security authentication since the physical layer
characteristics will not cause extra computational overhead
to power/memory-limited IoT devices. Compared with the
previous work that requires additional manual feature extractions [8], [9], [20], we use neural networks to learn the
deep features of each legitimate device automatically and
authenticate the attacker simultaneously.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
presents the system model. The learning-based PLA scheme is
proposed in Section III. Following up from that, the simulation
results of the proposed authentication solution are discussed
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. System Model
In our system, we consider three types of devices. The first
type is smart device, which is capable of performing advanced

tasks, such as data storage, transmission, and communication;
in our security model, this type of device refers to smart device
“Alice” for collecting data from other sensors. The second
type is called “Bob”, and its resources are limited. For the
persistence of life, Bob spends most of his time on sensing and
data recording. Once activated, Bob will run in data transfer
mode, transfer its stored data to Alice, and clear memory
for upcoming data. The remaining one, called “Cathy”, is
an “unknow terminal” trying to send misleading message to
the smart device Alice. The various mutual authentication
processes are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: The system model diagram describes the various types
of authentication schemes to consider.

B. Problem Statement

We use principal component analysis (PCA) reconstruction
as the input vector of the extractor in the proposed Autoextractor/classifier neural network. Explicitly, the estimate
channel vector is denoted as H(t) = (h1 , h2 , . . . , h256 )T ,
where hi denotes the estimated channel value. In the proposed
PLA scheme, we recombine the channel vectors as shown in
Fig. 3 to depress the influence of noise and make it particularly
suitable for authentication classification.
Estimated RSS

Smart Alice must verify the received message at time t + 1
and authenticate whether it is coming from Bobi .

H Bobi = [h1 , h2 , h3 , , h254 , h255 , h256 ]
h1 , h2 , , hr

H0 : |F(HBobi (t) − H(t + 1))| ≤ γ

(1)

H1 : |F(HBobi (t) − H(t + 1))| > γ

(2)

h2 , h3 , , hr +1

…

h256− r , , h256

where H0 represents that the received message come from
the sender Bobi , H1 indicates the hypothesis that the sensor
is Cathy, F is the proposed learning authentication function,
H denotes the estimated physical properties of the channel,
and γ is the threshold.

H Bobi = [ H1 , H 2 , H 3 , , H 256 − r ]

III. I NTELLIGENT AUTHENTICATION P ROCESS

The reconstruction process transforms the estimated channel vector HBobi into a finite-dimensional matrix HBobi .
More details of the PCA features we used can be found in [8],
[21]. In this paper, we reconstruct the channel vectors as the
input of the Auto-extractor/classifier neural network.

The problem with conventional PLA methods is that physical layer attributes are likely to be time-varying, but the
estimated channel characteristics are static, which greatly
reduces the accuracy of the authentication scheme. It is for
this reason that we use neural networks to learn deep channel
characteristics and perform spoofer detection concurrently.
The step involved in PLA process based on deep learning
is shown in Fig. 2.

PCA Reconstruction Feature

Fig. 3: Reconstruction Process.

B. Auto-Extractor/Classifier Network
As discussed in the overview, it is difficult to manually capture channel characteristics with high robustness, so the backend utilizes neural networks to learn deep features. Inspired by

image classification, the convolutional neural network is used
to automatically extract channel characteristics and detect the
attacker. The structure of an Auto-extractor/classifier network
consists mainly of two parts, including an extractor and a
classifier. In order to transform physical layer properties from
simple fixed features to highly robust features, here we input
the reconstruction H into the proposed convolutional layer.
The extractor captures deeper salient information and enlarges
the size of channel features. We characterize the inconsistency
between the predicted value of the model and the true label
as follows:
K
X
L=−
yk logsk
(3)
k=1

where K denotes the number of transmitter classes, yk indicates that the corresponding class is set to 1 for the label k,
and sk is the kth value of the output vector s of softmax.
More specifically,
eak
(4)
sk = PK
aj
j e
where ak represents the predicted value belong to the kth
class, which is the output of the final fully connected layer.
The purpose of the extractor is to learn the deep features
of the input, which is beneficial to the target classification.
The first layer may only learn some low-level features. The
extractor maps the reconstruction matrix to a deeper representation. The mapping operation of our Auto-extractor/classifier
network scheme is given by
•
•
•

different senders. More specifically, the prediction function
of the classifier is defined as
eak
(6)
P = PK
aj
j e
IV. P ROTOTYPE AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Prototype System Setup
To emulate the learning-based PLA method, we set the
Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) transceiver to
operate in IEEE 802.11a/g mode, working at 2.4 GHz and
having a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b)
show the experiment setup in an indoor conference room. We
investigate the performance of the proposed PLA model in
the binary classification (Bob1 and Bob2). All estimates of received signal strength constitute a park with two classification
targets. The sampled data set used for authentication provides
a more realistic basis for theoretical verification. To automate
the training model generation and detection authentication
process, we created the script using the Python language.
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(a) Bob1-to-Alice

where V (V 0 or V 00 ) is the height, W (W 0 or W 00 ) represents
the width, and D(D00 ) is denoted as the depth. Then the output
y conv can be formulated as
0

yiconv
00 ,j 00 ,d00

= bd00 +

Alice

0

V X
W X
D
X

Ficonv
0 ,j 0 ,d,d00

i0 =1 j 0 =1 d=1

(5)

× HSv (i00 −1)+i0 −Pv− ,Sw (j 00 −1)+j 0 −Pw− ,d
where bd00 is the bias (d00 ∈ [1, D00 ]), (Sv , Sw ) denote the
vertical (v) and horizontal (w) input samples, respectively,
(Pv− , Pv+ , Pw− , Pw+ ) represent paddings.
At the training stage, each reconstruction matrix is fed into
our proposed learning scheme to extract deep features. The
fully-connected layer is designed to make decisions about
physical layer authentication. It is observed from (3) that the
loss function is used to optimize the Auto-extractor/classifier
network during training phase. The proposed PLA scheme
will perform a forward propagation and backward propagation
iteratively.
For the testing purpose, we input the test data into the
proposed Auto-extractor/classifier scheme and calculate the
probability that the estimated channel attributes belong to

Bob2
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Fig. 4: Experimental areas.
We collect data for each transmitter-receiver combination.
As shown in Fig. 5, two types of samples are involved in
the proposed USRP data set, each of which contains 2000 ×
256 channel feature sampling points, a total of 4000 × 256
samples. During the training process, 1000 × 256 sampling
points are randomly selected for each type of channel feature
data. Since the memory is limited, it is not possible to load all
the data at once, so set each feature matrix size to 8×256. The
steps involved in feature extraction are shown in Fig. 2 and
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relying on the higher SNR has the lowest loss value. In other
words, increasing the SNR of the sample in a conference
room accelerates the convergence. This is because the training
performance of the proposed approach depends on the wireless
communication environment. Additionally, the loss curves of
the proposed algorithm show a decreasing trend during the
initial training process. However, after the iteration of 30, its
training performance deteriorates. The reason for this trend is
that the signal collected in the conference room is an estimated
degradation value, and its signal strength may be interfered by
the surrounding wireless signals, resulting in incomplete channel estimation values. In the actual communication scenario,
the power of the transmitter will be much higher than that
of this USRP transmitter. Therefore, it is expected that the
performance of our scheme will be better.
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Fig. 5: The distribution of physical layer features.
Fig. 3. According to the feedback network, the structure of
the proposed extractor/classifier network is shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Parameters setting
Description

Input Size

Output Size

Convolution 1

16 × 16 × 8

8 × 8 × 32

Pooling 1

8 × 8 × 32

4 × 4 × 32

Convolution 2

4 × 4 × 32

2 × 2 × 128

Pooling 1

2 × 2 × 128

1 × 1 × 128

Fully Connected

1 × 1 × 128

1×1×1

B. Security Analysis
1) The Effect of SNRs on Convergence: Fig. 6 characterizes
the training performance of the proposed PLA approach. We
can observe from Fig. 6 that the Softmax loss value of
the proposed authentication scheme reaches its steady-state
value after 150 iterations when SNR = 8 dB, while that
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Fig. 6: Training performance curve of the proposed authentication scheme.
2) Performance Comparison: In order to verify the advantages of the Auto-extractor/classifier scheme, we also need
to compare and simulate the existing detection approaches,
namely SVM and GMM. Table II lists the authentication results. Compared with the SVM method, the proposed method
is significantly better than the SVM method for all SNRs
between 2 dB and 10 dB, and has greater reliability (100%
vs. 98.88% when SNR is 10 dB). It is also observed from
Table II that the Auto-extractor/classifier method shows its
advantages in tolerating low SNR. More importantly, compared with conventional methods, the Auto-extractor/classifier
approach evaluates the trustworthiness between the sending
and receiving devices. The results show that the accuracy
of the learning-based authentication method is related to the
dimensions of the channel characteristics used.
Since communication conditions involve interference that
may reduce the received signal strength, the authentication
task becomes uncertain in non-ideal situations. In this experiment, we try to verify the convergence of the proposed method
under different communication channel conditions. Fig. 7
shows the effectiveness of the Auto-extractor/classifier approach in two different situations, namely line-of-sight (LOS)
and non-line-of-sight (NLOS). It can be clearly observed that

TABLE II: The performance comparison results.
Detection Rate (%)
SNR
SVM

GMM

Proposed PLA

4dB

91.95

95.01

95.89

6dB

97.50

95.99

100.00

8dB

98.01

96.56

100.00

10dB

98.88

98.01
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Fig. 7: Training performance of intelligent authenticator in
LOS and NLOS scenarios.
the Auto-extractor/classifier scheme has better convergence
performance in the case of LOS. This is because the inherent
characteristics of the estimated signal are weakened in the
NLOS scenario. This indicates that the proposed approach
is less robust in NLOS conditions. Actually, existing PLA
schemes are difficult to extract robust features from timevarying attributes, which results in poor detection results. In
contrast, the Auto-extractor/classifier approach can effectively
learn deep features, which is a better authentication scheme.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a lightweight intelligent authentication scheme based on Auto-Extractor/Classifier Neural
network. Since the independent design of feature extraction
and clustering will increase the complexity of authentication,
therefore we use neural networks to learn the channel characteristics and conduct the authentication task concurrently. To
validate the effectiveness of utilizing the intelligent scheme,
USRP prototype systems are set up in an indoor conference
room. Furthermore, the rigorous security analysis and convergence of the proposed approach under different SNRs are
comprehensively evaluated.
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